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2020 has been a year of significant progress

for Jersey Oil and Gas

▪ Building a high quality GBA Project team

▪ Delivering Concept Select

▪ Validating and de-risking the subsurface

▪ Consolidating our ownership within the GBA

▪ Rapid definition of GBA over the coming months

▪ Getting ready to launch GBA sales process

▪ Advancing a major development of scale 
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JERSEY OIL & GAS
AT A GLANCE

Aberdeen

JOG offers investors access to 

a pure play North Sea oil 

development equity story 

with both material volume 

and value upside

>138MMBOE DISCOVERED RESOURCES

>200MMBOE EXPLORATION UPSIDE



Maximising value

Building a sustainable business

Intense HSE and ESG focus

Net Zero ambitions

Open stakeholder engagement

Capital discipline

Technological excellence
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Source: JOG - artist’s impression of the preferred hub development concept, including the Buchan platform and subsea tie-backs

THE GREATER BUCHAN AREA

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT



Substantial production hub 

with significant upside

Significantly de-risked

Sweet light crude in 

core fields

Conventional sandstone 

reservoirs in 120m water depth
Significant nearby 

exploration upside

Multiple export routes

Heart of CNS

Low carbon 

development potential

Buchan - Shut in prematurely for safety reasons
- Significant remaining production potential
- Multiple discoveries in close proximity



Project team built

Project milestones

delivered

Aspirations for low 

carbon emissions

Area collaboration

Delivering 

Concept Select

• Locking in the

subsurface

• Defining the 

development

• Production

• Power solutions
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SOLID PROGRESS ACHIEVED IN CONCEPT SELECT WORK



▪ Rigorous policies & procedures in place

INTEGRATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM

▪ Stage gate process implemented

▪ External peer review processes

▪ HSSE focus

▪ FPAL membership

▪ Direct CNS development experience

JOG’s Project Team has direct 

experience from similar, large scale and 

successful CNS developments



SOLID FOUNDATIONS TO BUILD A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL UK E&P COMPANY

CASH FUNDED

CONTINUED COST

DISCIPLINE IN 2020

2020 BUDGET GUIDANCE

SALES PROCESS

• Cash at 30/06/20 - £8.9m.  No debt

• Fully funded through our contracted Concept Select work

• Under current commitments, sufficient working capital until 2022

• c. £1 million saving vs budget

• Planned for Q1 '21, subject to macro conditions

• Tight controls on overheads

• Modest G&A spend (£2.2m)



▪ Buchan oil field update

▪ Finalise GBA development plan

▪ GBA exploration update

▪ Area collaboration progress

▪ Maiden JOG Sustainability Report ▪ Planned GBA sales process

▪ Planned FEED entry



• The information contained in this document (the “Corporate Presentation”) has been prepared by Jersey Oil and Gas Plc (“JOG”). JOG is a UK company quoted on AIM, a market operated by London Stock Exchange plc. This Corporate
Presentation has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further verification and amendment without notice. This Corporate Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance
with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being provided for information purposes only.

• While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither JOG nor any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express
or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Corporate Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any
interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither JOG nor any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any
responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained
herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Corporate Presentation.

• The views of JOG’s management/directors and/or its partners/operators set out in this document could ultimately prove to be incorrect. No warranty, express or implied, is given by the presentation of these figures here and investors
should place no reliance on JOG’s or any operator’s estimates cited in this document.

• No assurance can be given that hydrocarbon resources and reserves reported by JOG, will be recovered at the rates estimated or that they can be brought into profitable production. Hydrocarbon resource and reserve estimates may
require revisions and/or changes (either up or down) based on actual production experience and in light of the prevailing market price of oil and gas. A decline in the market price for oil and gas could render reserves uneconomic to
recover and may ultimately result in a reclassification of reserves as resources. There are uncertainties inherent in estimating the quantity of resources and reserves and in projecting future rates of production, including factors beyond
JOG’s control. Estimating the amount of hydrocarbon resources and reserves is an interpretive process and, in addition, results of drilling, testing and production subsequent to the date of an estimate may result in material revisions
to original estimates. Any hydrocarbon resources data contained in this document are unaudited management estimates only and should not be construed as representing exact quantities. The nature of reserve quantification studies
means that there can be no guarantee that estimates of quantities and quality of the resources disclosed will be available for extraction. Therefore, actual production, revenues, cash flows, royalties and development and operating
expenditures may vary from these estimates. Such variances may be material. Any reserves estimates contained in this document are based on production data, prices, costs, ownership, geophysical, geological and engineering data,
and other information assembled by JOG (which it may not necessarily have produced). The estimates may prove to be incorrect and potential investors should not place reliance on the forward looking statements contained in this
document concerning JOG’s resources and reserves or potential production levels. Hydrocarbon resources and reserves estimates are expressions of judgement based on knowledge, experience and industry practice. They are
therefore imprecise and depend to some extent on interpretations, which may ultimately prove to be inaccurate. Accordingly, two different independent parties may not necessarily arrive at the same conclusions. The views of
management/directors as set out in this document could ultimately prove to be incorrect. Estimates that were reasonable when made may change significantly when new information from additional analysis and drilling becomes
available.

• This Corporate Presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these statements.
These forward-looking statements are statements regarding JOG’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, JOG’s results of operations, performance, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies
and the industry in which JOG operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-
looking statements speak only as of the date of this Corporate Presentation and JOG does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the
date of this Corporate Presentation. This Corporate Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by JOG or any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Corporate
Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Corporate Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or
commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in these slides or the Corporate Presentation or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness thereof. In
particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.

• Neither this Corporate Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a “Restricted Territory”),
their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a
resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any
such case except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should
inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.


